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ABSTRACT Among the methods for the determination of mechanical properties of living cells acoustic microscopy provides
some extraordinary advantages. It is relatively fast, of excellent spatial resolution and of minimal invasiveness. Sound velocity
is a measure of the stiffness or Young’s modulus of the cell. Attenuation of cytoplasm is a measure of supramolecular
interactions. These parameters are of crucial interest for studies of cell motility, volume regulations and to establish the
functional role of the various elements of the cytoskeleton. Using a phase and amplitude sensitive modulation of a scanning
acoustic microscope (Hillman et al., 1994, J. Alloys Compounds. 211/212:625–627) longitudinal wave speed, attenuation and
thickness profile of a biological cell are obtained from the voltage versus frequency or V(f) curves. A series of pictures, for
instance in the frequency range 980–1100 MHz with an increment of 20 MHz, allows the experimental generation of V(f)
curves for each pixel while keeping the lens-specimen distance unchanged. Both amplitude and phase values of the V(f)
curves are used for obtaining the cell properties and the cell thickness profile. The theoretical analysis shows that the thin
liquid layer, between the cell and the substrate, has a strong influence on the reflection coefficient and should not be ignored
during the analysis. Cell properties, cell profile and the thickness of the thin liquid layer are obtained from the V(f) curves by
the simplex inversion algorithm. The main advantages of this new method are that imaging can be done near the focal plane,
therefore an optimal signal to noise ratio is achieved, no interference with Rayleigh waves occurs, and the method requires
only an approximate estimate of the material properties of the solid substratum where the cells are growing on.
INTRODUCTION
Determination of the mechanical properties of living cells is
a difficult task. Investigators tried different techniques for
this purpose. For a review of older methods one is referred
to Hiramoto (1987). These methods include local aspiration
of cytoplasm with a pipette (Schmid-Scho¨nbin, 1990), local
poking of cytoplasm (Duszyk et al., 1989), magnetometry
(Ziemann et al., 1994), or scanning force microscopy (e.g.,
Hassan et al., 1998; Radmacher et al., 1996). In all of these
methods the forces needed to evoke a certain deformation
are measured and thus allow the determination of elastic and
viscous properties from stress-strain relationships and the
dependence of these relations on the frequency of oscillat-
ing stress applications. Among the methods for the deter-
mination of mechanical properties of living cells, acoustic
microscopy provides some extraordinary advantages: it is
relatively fast, it provides excellent spatial resolution, and it
is minimally invasive. Relative changes in cytoplasmic
forces may be resolved with a time resolution of 5 s
(Bereiter-Hahn and Lu¨ers, 1994, 1998), and exact determi-
nation of mechanical properties requires a series of five or
six images requiring an acquisition time between 25 and
30 s at a resolution of 512  256 pixels. Spatial resolution
is in the range of 3 m2. Viscoelastic properties, however,
may not change over such very small areas. The minimal
invasiveness results from the very-high-frequency ultra-
sound (GHz range), which does not cause any damage or
disturbance of the cells (Bereiter-Hahn, 1995). The only
effect that has to be considered is the oscillating shear force
caused by the scanning movement of the acoustic lens,
which is coupled with the specimen via the culture medium.
The main parameters obtained with an acoustic microscope
are sound velocity and sound attenuation, as well as the
dimensions of the cell. Sound velocity is a measure of the
compression modulus, which is related to Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio. Attenuation of cytoplasm is a measure
of the supramolecular interactions (Wagner et al., manu-
script in preparation).
Previous approaches to the computation of tissue prop-
erties have been based on shear wave propagation (Sar-
vazyan et al., 1992) or on measurements of the reflected
sound as a function of focus position (V(z) curves) (e.g.,
Sasaki et al., 1996). The computation of cell properties from
acoustic microscope-generated signals required an estima-
tion of the cell thickness profile (Hildebrand et al., 1981;
Hildebrand and Rugar, 1984; Litniewski and Bereiter-Hahn,
1990, 1992; Kundu et al., 1991, 1992). The cell profile is
traditionally computed by counting the interference rings
and estimating the value of the longitudinal wave speed in
the cell. Kundu et al. (1991, 1992) used this information to
get a rough estimate of the probable upper and lower bounds
of the cell thickness at different pixels or cell positions.
Then they adopted a simplex inversion algorithm to predict
the cell thickness accurately, along with other cell parame-
ters. However, they used the V(z) curve or voltage (V)
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versus defocus distance distance (z) curve, generated by an
acoustic microscope operating at 1-GHz frequency to com-
pute the cell properties. A new transducer geometry was
proposed by Chubachi and co-workers (1992) to be com-
bined with a defocusing series in the range of about one
wavelength in water to obtain V(z) curves for each point in
a biological sample. In this paper cell properties are ob-
tained from the V(f) curves. V(z) curves have several disad-
vantages when compared with the V(f) curves:
V(z) curves can be generated only if the cells are attached
to solid substrates that give rise to Rayleigh waves at the
angles of incidence provided by the lens, and the surface
waves must not be severely attenuated. The materials giving
optimal V(z) characteristics may not be the best materials
for growing cells. In addition, our aim of following the
mechanical responses of cells prone to passive mechanical
deformations requires cells grown on rubber surfaces. These
do not allow appropriate V(z) imaging because of surface
wave attenuation.
It is more time consuming and less accurate to change the
defocus distance z when compared with monitoring of the
signal frequency f.
Image quality is best at the focus position (z  0); its
quality deteriorates as the defocus distance z increases. On
the other hand, the image quality is not significantly af-
fected by the change in the signal frequency if the specimen
is kept at the focus position (z  0).
As a result V(f) curves preferred to V(z) curves. They
provide a basis for the investigation of cellular behavior on
stretchable materials, using acoustic microscopy (Karl and
Bereiter-Hahn, 1999). The method of investigating cells on
silicon rubber was introduced by Harris (Harris, 1982; Har-
ris et al., 1980).
V(f) curves have recently been used by materials scien-
tists for characterizing horizontally and vertically layered
materials (Nagy and Adler, 1990; Ghosh et al., 1997).
THEORY AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
One distinctive feature of V(f) curves for cell property
determination and image generation with the specimen
placed at the focus is that the surface-skimming Rayleigh
waves are not generated in the specimen. Hence the theo-
retical model for the V(z) curve synthesis that assumes the
presence of surface-skimming Rayleigh waves at the cou-
pling fluid-specimen interface cannot be used for V(f) curve
synthesis. New theoretical models for V(f) curve synthesis
are being developed from the normal reflection of plane
waves by homogeneous and layered half-spaces.
Theory of normal reflection by layered structures
An acoustic microscope lens generates a conically converg-
ing ultrasonic beam, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1. In
reality, the converging beam (shown by the dotted line)
generated by the concave lens is far from being an ideal
cone. Near the concave lens its shape is close to the base of
a cone; however, near the focal point its shape is close to a
cylinder. As a result, if the reflecting surface is placed at a
large defocus position, as shown by the dashed line (delin-
eating the surface), leaky Rayleigh waves can be generated
at the fluid-solid interface if the half-lens angle is greater
than the Rayleigh critical angle. However, when it is placed
near the focal point (F), as shown by the solid line, the
normally incident cylindrically shaped ultrasonic beam can-
not generate Rayleigh waves at the reflecting surface.
Hence, if the specimen is placed near the focal plane, then
the reflected signal is composed of only the normally re-
flected rays. To synthesize these reflected signals, one needs
to study the plane wave reflection coefficients for different
fluid/solid structures. These are presented here. In these
derivations the incident beam is assumed to be normal to the
reflecting surface, because in our experiments the acoustic
microscope-generated ultrasonic beam strikes the reflecting
surface vertically.
Fluid half-space over a solid half-space
(FS structure)
Fig. 2 a shows a plane longitudinal wave of amplitude 1 that
is normally incident at the fluid-solid interface. If the re-
flected and transmitted wave amplitudes are denoted by R
FIGURE 1 An acoustic microscope lens generates a conically converg-
ing ultrasonic beam, shown by the dotted line. The dashed line marks a
focus position with the reflecting surface closer to the lens than its focal
length. If waves are incident on the surface at an angle equal to or greater
than the Rayleigh angle, then Rayleigh surface waves are induced as
marked by the arrow in the plane of the substrate surface. For details see
text.
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and T, respectively, then the wave potentials at the fluid and
solid half-spaces are given by
f e
ikfy R  eikfy
s Te
iksy
(1)
where the y coordinate is positive downward measured from
the fluid-solid interface. kf ( 2f/f) and ks ( 2f/s) are
wave numbers of the fluid and the solid, respectively. f is
the signal frequency; f and s are longitudinal wave speeds
in the fluid and the solid half-space, respectively. In Eq. 1
the time dependence eit is implied and is not shown
explicitly. One can compute the displacement and stress
components from these potential functions in the following
manner:
u
	
	x
 0
v
	
	y

yy   2
	2
	y2
xy 0
(2)
where u and v are horizontal and vertical components of
displacement and 
 and  are normal and shear stress
components.  and  are two elastic constants (Lame’s first
and second constants) of the elastic solid.
From the continuity of vertical displacement and stress
components at the interface, after some algebraic manipu-
lations, the Fresnel equations are derived:
R
Zs Zf
Zs Zf
T
2fs
Zs Zf
(3)
where Zs ( ss) and Zf ( ff) are acoustic impedances
of the solid and the fluid half-spaces, respectively. s and f
are densities of the solid and the fluid, respectively.
Fluid over a layered half-space (FSS structure)
This structure is shown in Fig. 2 b. Wave potentials in the
fluid half-space, solid layer, and solid half-space are de-
noted by the subscripts f, 1, and s, respectively:
f e
ikfy R  eikfy
1 ae
ik1y beik1y
s Te
iksy
(4)
After the stress and displacement continuity conditions
across the two interfaces (fluid-solid and solid-solid) are
satisfied, the reflection coefficient R can be obtained as
R 1
2f1Q12 s1 1ss1 1s 1
f1 1ff1 1ff1 1f Q12s1 1ss1 1s
(5)
where
f1
f
1
s1
s
1
1f
1
f
1s
1
s
Q1 e
ik1h
(6)
FIGURE 2 Reflection and transmission of normally incident longitudi-
nal waves for different reflector geometries. (a) Reflection and transmis-
sion at a fluid/solid interface (FS-structure). (b) Reflection and transmis-
sion at a fluid/solid layer interface on a solid half-space (FSS-structure). h
is the layer thickness. (c) Reflection and transmission at a fluid solid layer
separated by a fluid layer from a solid half-space (FSFS-structure).
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k1 ( 2f/1) is the wave number of the solid layer between
the fluid and the solid half-space and h is its thickness.
One solid and one liquid layers between fluid and
solid half-spaces (FSFS structure)
The problem geometry for this arrangement is shown in Fig.
2 c. Wave potentials in the fluid half-space, solid layer, fluid
layer, and solid half-space are denoted by subscripts f, 1, fl,
and s, respectively:
f e
ikfy R  eikfy
1 ae
ik1y beik1y
fl ce
ikfy deikfy
s Te
iksy
(7)
Continuity of stress and displacements across the interface
boundaries give six equations, which can be written in the
following manner:

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1
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
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0
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where
Qc1 e
ik1h
Qf1 e
ikfh
Qf2 e
ikf(ht)
Qs2 e
iks(ht)
(8a)
In the above equation h and t correspond to the thickness of
the top solid layer and the liquid layer beneath the solid
layer, as shown in Fig. 2 c. k1 ( 2f/1), kf ( 2f/f), and
ks ( 2f/s) are wave numbers of the solid layer, fluid
(layer and half-space), and the solid half-space, respec-
tively. It should be mentioned here that for the normal wave
incidence the longitudinal wave does not generate shear
waves by mode conversion. Hence, mathematically solid
and liquid layers behave in the same manner for this special
case. However, normal stiffness and, hence, longitudinal
wave speeds inside different layers and half-spaces are
different.
The three structures (FS, FSS, FSFS) shown in Fig. 2
model the three regions of the problem geometry present
when cells are attached to a solid substrate: the substrate
under the coupling fluid (FS), the cell attached to the
substrate and covered by the coupling fluid (FSS), and the
cell and substrate, covered by the coupling fluid, with a thin
liquid layer between the two (FSFS).
Theoretical computation of the V(f) curve
The steps for computing the V(f) curve are identical to the
steps followed by Kundu et al. (1991) to compute the V(z)
curve. V(f) values are obtained from the product of three
terms:
Vf pf  Rf  exp	2ikfd
 (9)
In the above equation p(f) is the pupil function, R(f) is the
reflection coefficient, exp[2ikfd] is the wave propagation
term, kf is the wave number of the coupling fluid, and d is
the distance between the microscope lens and the reflecting
surface.
Computation of R(f) has been described in detail in the
above section. The pupil function p(f) is assumed to be a
quadratic function of the frequency f:
pf a bf cf 2 (9a)
The coefficients a, b, and c are obtained experimentally by
matching the theoretical V(f) values for the substrate with
the experimental V(f) values. The best matching is obtained
by minimizing the error in a least-squares sense.
Numerical results for FS, FSS, and
FSFS structures
Reflection coefficients given by Eqs. 3, 5, and 8 are numer-
ically computed to study the effect of a thin liquid layer on
the reflected wave amplitude. Such a liquid layer is often
present between the cell and the substrate.
The intensity (R2) of the reflected signal from a FS
structure (plastic or silicon rubber immersed in water) cal-
culated by Eq. 3 is independent of the signal frequency (the
line denoted by 0/0 in Fig. 3). This figure also shows the
reflected wave intensity for a FSS structure (Eq. 5) consist-
ing of a 5-m-thick cell directly attached to the substrate
(the line denoted by 5/0). The first number (5) denotes the
cell thickness in microns, and the second number (0) de-
notes the liquid layer thickness between the cell and the
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substrate. Two types of substrates have been considered;
these are plastic (Fig. 3, a and b) and silicon rubber (Fig. 3
c). Fig. 3 a shows R2 in the absence of any attenuation in the
cell or in the liquid; however, Fig. 3, b and c, considers a
constant attenuation in the material within the frequency
range of interest. The reflected wave intensities from three
FSFS structures are shown by the remaining three lines,
5/0.1, 1/0.1, and 1/0.01, in Fig. 3. These three lines corre-
spond to a 5-m-thick cell over a 0.1-m-thick fluid layer
(5/0.1), a 1-m-thick cell over a 0.1-m-thick fluid layer
(1/0.1), and a 1-m-thick cell over a 0.01-m-thick fluid
layer (1/0.01). It is important to realize that as soon as a thin
fluid layer is introduced beneath the cell, the reflected wave
intensity changes significantly. It increases by almost 100%
for the plastic substrate and decreases for the silicon rubber
substrate. The material properties for these computations
are given in Table 1.
As mentioned above, the results presented in Fig. 3 a
have been calculated by ignoring all attenuations. One can
see from Fig. 3, a and b, that the attenuation decreases the
reflected wave intensity. The amount of decrease should be
greater for the thicker cell. Fig. 3 b shows the reflected wave
intensities for the five cases of Fig. 3 a; the only difference
is that in Fig. 3 b the attenuation is considered and in Fig. 3
a it is ignored. Note that for both plastic and silicon rubber
substrates for some frequencies, the reflected wave intensity
from a 1-m-thick cell adhering to a solid substrate be-
comes larger than the reflected wave intensity from the
substrate if a thin fluid layer is present beneath the cell.
However, the reflected signal intensity from the 5-m-thick
cell is lower than that from the plastic substrate in the
absence or presence of the fluid layer; however, it can be
larger than the intensity of the reflected signal from the
substrate for the silicon rubber substrate. Hence, in a gray-
scale image the thin cell region may appear brighter than the
substrate, thus indicating the presence of a thin fluid layer
beneath the cell. The thick cell region, however, might
appear darker than a surrounding cell-free area, although it
may be separated from the substratum by a thin layer of
fluid.
Estimating cell thickness and wave speed from
amplitude and phase values
Fig. 4 shows three possible ray paths in a FSS structure.
These three ray paths are numbered 1, 2, and 3. Ray 1 is
reflected from the top of the cell, ray 2 is reflected from the
coupling fluid/substrate interface, and ray 3 is reflected
FIGURE 3 Reflected wave intensity (R2) as a function of the signal
frequency for different fluid/solid structures. (a) Plastic substrate. The
results are generated by ignoring the material attenuation. (b) Plastic
substrate. Attenuation has been considered for this calculation. (c) Silicon
rubber substrate. 0/0, fluid/solid half space interface; 5/0, 5-m-thick cell
over solid substratum; 1/0.1, 1-m-thick cell over 0.1-m fluid layer over
substratum; 1/0.01, 1-m-thick cell over 0.01-m fluid layer over substra-
tum; 5/0.1, 5-m-thick cell over 0.1-m fluid layer over substratum. For
material parameters and a detailed description see text.
TABLE 1 Properties of coupling fluid, cell, plastic, and
silicon rubber for numerical computation
Material
P-wave speed
(km/s)
Density
(gm/cm3) Attenuation
Coupling fluid 1.5 1.0 0.03
Cell 1.7 1.05 0.09
Plastic 2.0 1.1 —
Silicon rubber 1.04 1.1 —
FIGURE 4 Schematic representation of the three possible ray paths
contributing to image generation of a cell on a solid substratum. For further
explanation see text.
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from the bottom of the cell, at the cell/substrate interface.
The phase change (measured in radians) of ray 2 during its
travel between the acoustic microscope lens and the sub-
strate is given by
2 2kfH (10)
The phase change of ray 1, which is reflected from the top
of the cell, is
1 2kfH h (11)
and the phase change of ray 3, reflected from the substrate
after going through a cell of thickness h, is given by
3 2kfH h 2kch (12)
where kf is the wave number of the coupling fluid and kc is
the wave number of the cell. Note that for a cell on a silicon,
plastic, or glass substrate, ray type 3 is much stronger than
ray type 1, because the impedance difference between water
(or culture medium) and the cell is much smaller than the
impedance difference between the cell and the substrate. If
the phase is measured relative to the phase of the substrate
(in other words, if the phase change of ray 2 is made equal
to zero), then the phase changes corresponding to rays 1 and
3 (1 and 3) become
1 2kfh (13)
3 2kfh 2kch 2hkf kc 4hf 1f 1c (14)
In the above expressions 1 and 3 are in radians. If 1 and
3 are corresponding values in degrees, then
3
3
180
 4hf 1f 1c (15)
or
3 720hf 1f 1c (16)
In the phase plot the variation corresponding to 0–360° is
plotted in the gray scale from 0 to 256. Hence, if 3 degree
corresponds to an n gray scale value, then
n 2563/360 (17)
Hence, from the above two equations one can write (for a
cell on substrate)
n 512hf 1f 1c (18)
or
h
n
512f 1f 1c
(19)
Clearly, if c is very close to f, then the denominator
becomes very small and the cell thickness prediction be-
comes large.
In the amplitude image (the ultrasonic image generated
by plotting the variation of the intensity of the reflected
beam) the first dark interference ring, the one closest to the
cell periphery, corresponds to a cell thickness of c/4 
c/4f, where c is the wavelength inside the cell, and c and
f are same as in Eq. 19. The second dark interference ring
corresponds to a cell thickens of 3c/4 3c/4f, and the mth
ring corresponds to a cell thickens of (2m  1)c/4f. One
can calculate the cell thickness from the mth interference
ring and from the phase value at the same point and write
h 2m 1
c
4f

n
512f 1f 1c
(20)
From the above equation the following relation can be
derived:
c f
nf
1282m 1
(21)
From Eq. 21 one can easily obtain the longitudinal wave
speed in the cell at the mth interference ring position. Note
that in this manner the wave speed is obtained directly from
the phase values without the use of any sophisticated inver-
sion algorithm such as the simplex algorithm. However, this
is only a rough estimate, because it assumes that the com-
pressional wave speed does not vary from one point to the
next. These rough estimates are used to define probable
upper and lower bounds of the longitudinal wave speed in
the cell.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Acoustic microscope-generated amplitude and phase im-
ages of a cell on silicon rubber and on a plastic substrate are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. These cells are XTH-2
cells, originating from Xenopus tadpole heart endothelium.
Variations of the phase and amplitude values along any scan
line in the image can be quantitatively recorded as shown in
Fig. 5. Both phase and amplitude variations are plotted
using a 256-level gray scale. In the phase image, a 256 gray
scale variation corresponds to a phase difference of 360°.
Several interference fringes can be seen in the amplitude
image. However, in the phase image there is only one
distinct jump of 256 gray scales, where the image changes
from dark to bright.
One should note in the amplitude image of Fig. 5 that the
reflected energy from the thin cell region is higher than that
from the substrate. Similar results are obtained by model
calculations by considering a thin liquid layer between the
cell and the silicon rubber substrate (Fig. 3 c). Hence, to
obtain the cell properties from these experimental data, one
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must consider the FSFS model. For the FSS model the cell
region does not appear brighter than the substrate (see
Fig. 3).
Before the amplitude and phase curves are inverted along
a scan line, using the simplex algorithm (Kundu, 1991;
Kundu et al., 1991) to obtain the cell properties, a rough
estimate of the longitudinal wave speed in the cell is made
using Eq. 21. This value is used to define probable upper
and lower bounds of the wave speed in the cell. From the
phase values, the cell thickness can be calculated in terms of
the longitudinal wave speed () of the cell from Eq. 19.
Bounds on the cell thickness are estimated in this manner;
thus the need to estimate the cell thickness bounds by
counting the interference rings is avoided. Several other
improvements of the simplex inversion algorithm are incor-
porated into the present analysis. In the method published
previously (Kundu et al., 1991, 1992) final results were
obtained from one set of starting (or initial) values or, in
other words, from only one simplex geometry. Sometimes
this may cause convergence to a wrong set of values of the
cell properties or parameters, when the estimates of proba-
ble and absolute bounds are not reasonably good.
Absolute bounds are the bounds of the parameters that
must never be violated. Probable bounds lie within the
absolute bounds. These bounds are thus narrower than the
absolute bounds. When the probable bounds are selected, it
is expected that the parameter values lie within these
bounds. However, this requirement is not mandatory; sim-
plex geometries or initial estimates of the cell parameters
are obtained from the probable bounds. In the present anal-
ysis iterations are carried out with four different initial
simplex geometries or four sets of initial guesses. Iterations
are carried out to minimize the least-squares error between
experimental V(f) data and theoretical V(f) values at every
pixel point. After four sets of iterations, the converged
values that produce minimum error are considered to be the
final predictions of the cell properties. For most pixel points
all four simplexes converge to the same predicted values.
However, in some cases one or two simplexes converge to
a different set of values. Comparing the errors from the four
TABLE 2 Absolute bounds of the unknown parameters
Unknown parameters Upper bound Lower bound
Wave speed (km/s) 2.1 1.5
Attenuation (a) 0.21 0.06
Liquid layer thickness (m) 0.03 0.01
FIGURE 5 Acoustic microscope-generated amplitude (top) and phase
(bottom) images of a cell on a silicon rubber substrate. Note that the
brightness of some interferences exceeds that of the background.
FIGURE 6 Amplitude (A and C) and phase (B and D) images of a cell,
similar to that shown in Fig. 5, on the surface of a plastic Petri dish. The
images have been taken at 0.98 (A and B) and 1.1 (C and D) GHz. Small
differences in the position of the interference fringes are typical for pictures
taken at different sound frequencies.
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sets of converged values, the computer program picks the
set that produces the minimum error as the final predicted
values of the cell parameters.
The cell properties that are calculated in this manner are
longitudinal wave speed (), attenuation (a), and cell thick-
ness (h). In addition to these three unknowns, the liquid
layer thickness (t) between the cell and the substrate is also
considered as the fourth unknown quantity. The cell density
is assumed to be 1.06 g/cm3. Other cell properties are
computed by the simplex inversion algorithm giving the
absolute bounds in Table 2.
Using these bounds, we calculate the cell properties
(shown in Fig. 7). Fig. 7 A shows the amplitude image of the
cell; the straight line in this image is the scan line along
which the cell properties are computed. The predicted cell
profile, wave speed, and attenuation variation in the cell
along the scan line are shown in Fig. 7, B and C. It is
interesting to see that the wave speed increases from the cell
periphery toward the cell center, and it drops slightly at the
FIGURE 7 (A) Cell image. The straight line on the image is the scan line
along which cell profiles and its properties are computed. (B) Predicted cell
profile (thick line), wave speed (thin line), and liquid layer thickness
(dotted line) variation along the scan line. (C) Predicted wave speed
(continuous line) and attenuation (dotted line) variation along the scan line.
FIGURE 8 (A) Cell image. The straight line on the image is the scan line
along which cell profiles and its properties are computed. (B) V(x) curves
along the scan line (after correction for the substrate inclination) for four
different frequencies: 0.98, 0.99, 1.0, 1.05, and 1.1 GHz. (C) Experimental
(markers without connecting lines) and theoretical (lines without markers)
V(f) curves for the substrate and for the cell on substrate at pixel position
195. Theoretical V(f) curves have been obtained for the cell profile and cell
properties shown in Fig. 9.
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nucleus region. On the other hand, the attenuation is high
near the cell periphery and low in the central portion.
Variations in the thickness of the very thin liquid layer
between the cell and the substrate are also shown by the thin
dotted line near the horizontal axis of Fig. 7 B.
An amplitude image of a second XTH-2 cell on a silicon
substrate is shown in Fig. 8 A. The straight scan line and the
nonlinear voltage variation along the scan line or the V(x)
curve are also plotted on the image. The difference in the
voltage values over the substrate region on the left and right
sides of the cell is due to the slight inclination of the
substrate plate. It is also evident in the acoustic image. The
left side of the substrate image appears brighter than the
right side. V(x) curves for different frequencies (0.98, 0.99,
1.0, 1.05, and 1.1 GHz) are shown in Fig. 8 B. The substrate
inclination error has been corrected in these curves.
The V(f) curve at any pixel position can be generated
from the V(x) values at different frequencies for that pixel
position. Experimental V(f) values over the substrate and the
cell (pixel position 195) are shown in Fig. 8 C by circles and
triangles, respectively. Theoretical V(f) curves (obtained
from the predicted cell properties) over the same two re-
gions are shown by dotted and continuous lines, respec-
tively, in Fig. 8 C. The least-squares error is computed from
the mismatch between the theoretical and experimental val-
ues. By minimizing this error we predicted the cell dimen-
sions and cell properties.
Predicted cell profile, P-wave speed, and attenuation vari-
ations along the scan line of this cell are shown in Fig. 9.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is shown in this paper that the cell properties and the cell
thickness profiles can be obtained from the V(f) curve
(voltage versus frequency curve) generated by an acoustic
microscope. Longitudinal wave speed and attenuation vari-
ation in a cell, predicted in this manner, are justified in a
qualitative manner. This technique has the potential of re-
placing the V(z) (voltage versus defocus distance) technique
because experimentally it is easier and quicker to generate
V(f) curves than it is to generate V(z) curves.
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